
1.　Introduction

A system of national accounts (the SNA) is a unique one by country in the world today, 

although the government sector, by nature, is not well settled in terms of budget deficit.　Capi-
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Abstract

Statistics has its limitation by nature.　This paper will propose a consistent framework or 
a subsystem to the current SNA from the viewpoint of the data required by policy-makers.　It is 
most important for policy-makers to obtain common consistency of the data lying between 
national accounts and the Cobb-Douglas production function.　For this purpose, the measure-
ment of theoretical capital stock, returns, and wages, each by sector, is indispensable.　These 
data are measured under an endogenous growth model, by replacing the current GDP base by the 
NDI base.　The framework starts with several basic data given by the SNA so that policy-
makers can evaluate the results of policies after one year, by comparing several data given at the 
beginning of the year with those at the end of the year.　All parameters and variables except for 
the above given data are endogenously measured using a set of recursive non-linear equations, 
without using econometrics or synthesized linear equations.　The framework and its results by 
country are shown by Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT 1.07) 1960–2005 by sector, 
yet this paper focuses two country comparison of theoretical capital measured in KEWT with 
actual capital in statistics such as Economic and Social Research Institute, Government of Japan, 
and Bureau of Economic Analysis, the US.　To verify the consistency of capital and returns 
among parameters and variables, the author uses two tests; the matching test by year and the 
smoothening test in the long-run.　The essence of the two tests is shown using the above Japan 
and the US data.　Another paper that uses the 58 country data-sets of KEWT 2.08, 1990–2007, 
by sector (see http://www.riee.tv, Jan 2009) satisfies aggregate equilibrium wholly as a system 
by testing the necessary and sufficient conditions, where NDI and the net investment by sector 
become theoretical.　KEWT 1.07 used for this paper does not thoroughly theoretical; yet this 
paper logically clarifies the process to measure capital stock.

 1) For the author’s research of capital measurement, the author is thankful to the researchers of OECD, 
World Bank, IMF, BEA, PWT, Canada Statistics and Canada Finance, and Indian Institute of 
Finance.　In particular, the author is much obliged to Dr. Schreyer Paul, Drs. Heston Alan and Ye 
Wang, Dr. Steve Landefeld, Drs. Francois Bourguignon, Serven Luise, and Laliberte Lucie, Dr. 
Carole Brookings, and Shigeru Endo, Dr. Andrew Sharpe, and Dr. Aman Agarwal.
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tal in the SNA is externally estimated independently of other data.　The author respects the 
character of the SNA as statistics published for the people by country.　However, it is true that 
the SNA does not consistently present the data necessary for the decision-making to economic, 

fiscal, and financial policies.　The relationship between the current data used for policies and 
results one year after are in a fog.　I indicate that the above vagueness is traced back to the fact 
that the data of national accounts and the data used for the Cobb-Douglas production function 

are inconsistent each other.

To solve the above problem, the author proposes a framework, in parallel to the SNA, to 

express hidden theoretical data by year for decision-makers of a country.　The author does not 
use econometrics originated by Klein, L. R. (1950a, b, 1964).　The author solves endogenously 
non-linear equations set shown by ‘differences’ by year, instead of solving synthesized linear 

equations.　The actual data used for the framework are limited to several current/initial data by 
year based on NDI, instead of GDP: population, consumption, saving, investment, the balance 

of payments, and budget surplus/deficit, where actual NDI = C + S equals theoretical NDI = W 

+ P.　Other parameters and all the variables are theoretically measured using the author’s 
endogenous growth model and without inserting random disturbances, although some errors in 

differences still exist by year.　The framework, as a weak point, indicates that theoretical 
values cannot be compared with actual values, which differs from econometrics that compares 

the actual ex-post results in the SNA with the corresponding forecasted ex-ante results.　How-
ever, in the process to measure theoretical capital and returns by sector, the author established 

two tests to examine and verify the consistency of the whole framework in the long-run.　The 
empirical comparison using Japan and the US national accounts data will explain the implica-

tion of these tests and the consistency.

Kamiryo Endogenous World Table data-sets (KEWT 1.07, 1960–2005) shows consistently 

the results of the above framework by country and by sector, where once the annual values were 

fixed, no correction is required later for forty to fifty years.
2)
 The above framework first meas-

ures theoretical wages and returns by sector and second at the same time measures theoretical 
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 2) I do no deny the possibility of later corrections in theoretical data (including capital stock) by year 
if actual data remain within twenty to twenty-five years (as in China 1980–2005).　With learning 
by doing, the possibility of later corrections will be enough negligible when actual data are avail-
able for the last thirty to forty years.　This is because, as the author shows in Appendix, non-linear 
equations are all theoretical without depending on econometrics.　Furthermore, when aggregate 
equilibrium as in KEWT 2.07 is introduced into the data-sets, the above possibility will be much 
more thin.
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capital stock by sector, where the rule of aggregate/sum holds: the total economy = the govern-

ment sector + the private sector.　The above framework is first maintained by introducing the 
wage function of consumption/utility at the macro level.　Arrow’s (1951) “Social Choice and 
Individual Values” is avoided by preferring this function to an aggregated individual utility at 

the micro level.　GDP in the SNA includes some compromise of data arrangement in that the 
relationship between ‘actual wages’ and ‘actual consumption’ involved in NDI is vague.　The 
author stares at this fact.　The author connects actual consumption with theoretical wages, con-
verting the GDP base in the SNA to the NDI base of the author’s.

3)

The above device, as a result, integrates the data of the SNA with the data accurately used 

in the Cobb-Douglas production function.　This is beyond the range of the SNA.　For this inte-
gration, the author needs at least two additional endogenous parameters, beta and delta.　These 
two parameters lead to a perfect Cobb-Douglas production function under diminishing returns 

to capital by year and at the current situation of the transitional path.　Without delta, the 
current Cobb-Douglas production function cannot explain the relationship between diminishing 

returns to capital at the current situation and constant returns to capital at convergence.　With-
out beta, the current Cobb-Douglas production function must accept an exogenous rate of 

technological progress, as first shown by Solow (1956).　Without this integration, theoretical 
wages and returns by sector cannot be measured; accordingly theoretical capital stock by sector 

is in a fog, particularly at the market basis.

The author indicates that capital stock aggregated by assets using the perpetual inventory 

method (PIM) at the micro level is a compromise in the SNA since there has been no way to 

estimate capital other than the use of the PIM (or the user cost of capital applicable to the 

manufacturing/corporate sector, based on the stock market).　The author indicates that PWT 
6.1 for 1950–2000 or PWT 6.2 for 1950–2004 has not published the capital-labor ratio (the 

stopping implies that capital stock after 1995 is not available any more in the future).　The 
author really respects the brave decision-making at PWT to stop publishing the capital-labor 

ratio.　PWT’s ‘by some reasons’ definitely comes from an inevitable limit of econometrics for 
maintaining a system consistency at the macro level in the long-run.

First in Section 2, the author will show how to express the wage function of 
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 3) Maddison Angus (1987, p. 659, p. 690) compares the relative share of capital/ labor with capital 
stock by country, much longer than the author’s forty six years in KEWT 1.07.　Apart from 
endogenous or not, his estimation is based on GDP.　The author asserts that the NDI base is 
directly fitted for the improvement of per capita consumption towards stable growth and stop-
inequality.
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consumption/utility (hereafter, omitting utility) at the macro level and second, the author will 

show how to measure theoretical capital at the macro level.　The author must prove, after meas-
uring capital, a consistency among each data, using the NDI base.　Otherwise, the consistency 
among data in the long-run and accordingly, the consistency between the data of the SNA and 

the data of the Cobb-Douglas production function cannot be trustworthy.　For these proofs, in 
Section 3, the author will explain two powerful tests, the matching test by year and the smooth-

ening test in the long-run, comparing the Japan and the US data in Kamiryo Endogenous World 

Table (KEWT 1.07, 1960–2005) with the corresponding data in Economic and Social Research 

Institute, Cabinet Office, Government of Japan (ESRI, hereafter) and those in the Bureau of 

Economic Analysis, Department of Commerce, the US (BEA, hereafter).

2.　A whole framework of data and model

2.1　Consistency between data and model

The author’s framework has two characteristics: consistency between data and model and 

the rule of aggregate between the government and private sectors.

The author will summarize the consistency between data and model in this section.　The 
author’s endogenous growth model holds under constant returns to scale prevailing in the Cobb-

Douglas production function, by introducing three specified parameters, beta and delta, and 

lambda, to control the speed to convergence, into this production function.　These parameters 
are each measured as a non-linear equation (see Appendix).　The author’s model (hereafter, the 
model) does not obtain each value of essential parameters by using regression analyses. 

(1) The model does not depend on econometrics but on a recursive non-linear-equations set.　
(2) The model and theoretical data are processed together.　Thus, data and model do not contra-
dict so that basic data from national accounts are consistent with the data used for the Cobb-

Douglas production function.　This framework holds when the data based on GDP is replaced 
by the data based on NDI, where output equals income.　The framework is wholly illustrated 
by Figure 1.

This paper focuses the measurement of theoretical capital stock and returns by sector, 

simultaneously with theoretical wages by sector.　Given data are consumption, saving, 
(accordingly NDI), and gross & net investment, each by sector, and also, population, the 

balance of payments BOP (or the current external balance if net primary income from abroad is 

unknown), and budget deficit, each by country.　The effect of economic, fiscal, and financial 
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policies is evaluated by the change of these given data after one year.　The data theoretically 
measured are wages, returns, and capital, each by sector, consistently at the macro level and 

without depending on the data aggregated at the micro level.

―　　―63

Note: At the developed sage, the capital-output ratio copes with a upper limit, where more 
qualitative investment is required for sustainable growth.　Worldwide human-
oriented education and environmental improvement are deeply involved in this qualita-
tive investment.　Even in the case of the developing stage, if the capital-output ratio 
is oppressed by environmental and infrastructural investment, a higher growth rate 
will be more guaranteed in the long run,

Figure 1 A whole flowchart of KEWT: with the feedback to decision-making, comparing with 
the literature
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All the parameters and variables are shown ex-ante and at the same time ex-post, by 

time/year in the transitional path
4)
 (starting at the current situation and looking for at conver-

gence), where the relative share of capital, alpha, remains unchanged under a fixed Cobb-Doug-

las production function.　When national accounts are statistically published by year, the Cobb-
Douglas production function changes by year and all the parameters and variables change by 

year.　This paper focuses theoretical wages, returns, and capital, by sector and under these 
circumstances.

The first characteristic of the model is expressed by its endogenously measured parameters 

and variables.　‘Endogenously measured’ implies that quantity and quality of flows are rigor-
ously separated in the model.　For this explanation, one needs to choose a combination among 
four single cases: Case 1: in the transitional path at a year under a fixed Cobb-Douglas produc-

tion function, Case 2: actual changes by year where the Cobb-Douglas production function 

changes by year, Case 3: the growth rates of flows by year, and Case 4: stocks by year.　For 
stocks, both capital & labor and the level of technology or total factor productivity (TFP) are 

each a mixture of quantity and quality.　Capital at the macro level does not specify the contents 
of capital by a sort of assets.

5)
 Now, an endogenous device was introduced into net investment

6)
 

as the increase/decrease in capital as a flow
7)
: this is beta as the ratio of quantitative investment 

to total investment.　Net investment is divided into quantitative and qualitative.　The growth 
rate of capital is quantitative by using beta and the rate of technological progress is qualitative 
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 4) The ex-ante of this paper differs from the ex-ante based on econometrics that uses regression 
analysis.　For example, Oulton Nicholas (2007, 310) compares ex-post with ex-ante capital serv-
ices by industry.　In the author’s framework, an ex-ante value is equal to an ex-post value under 
several given parameters.　Assume that several given parameters at the end of a year differ from 
those at the beginning of the year, due to goog/bad policies during the year.　Then, the ex-ante 
value is not equal to the ex-post value.

 5) Capital stock estimated by OECD for manufacturing sector excludes lands and dwellings.　In the 
case of China, the owners of lands belong to the general (central and local) government.　Capital 
stock aggregated using the micro level, as shown in statistics, classifies fixed assets and divides 
each asset into corresponding sector.　Theoretical capital at the macro level, however, aims at the 
whole consistency among macro data including capital so that the model does not specify the differ-
ences of fixed assets.

 6) Net investment differs from the net investment defined as gross investment less its depreciation.　
Net investment in the model is one after deducting total depreciation both to the previous capital 
stock and new gross investment and also any decrease of capital (including market value change) 
during one year.

 7) Furthermore, this idea is applicable to flow items such as consumption, saving, wages, and returns, 
although for simplicity, this paper only treats net investment, where   .1 1= − +β β
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by using 1 - beta.　The theoretical growth rate of capital is less than the actual growth rate of 
capital (if beta < 1), whose difference is absorbed into the theoretical rate of technological 

progress.　In this respect, note that the model of real assets does not express the change in the 
price level.

8)

As a result, the level of technology or TFP is not a residual as commonly shown in the 

literature but is the product of two values: the ratio of qualitative investment to quantitative 

investment with the exponent of ‘1 - delta’ and the capital-labor ratio with the exponent of ‘1 -

 alpha.’
9)
 Note that at convergence, delta equals alpha, where delta is the parameter that neutral-

izes diminishing returns to capital.　Therefore, capital is not purely quantitative and TFP is not 
purely qualitative.

Then, as a decisive clue of the first characteristic of data and model, the author will reveal 

the relationship between beta and the capital-output ratio (for the corresponding equation, see 

Appendix).
10)
 This relationship justifies the measurement of theoretical capital stock in the long-

run.　At convergence, the hyperbolic curve of beta approaches 1.0 when the capital-output 
ratio at the horizontal axis approaches an infinite value, and both values are zero at the origin, 

which constitute a singular point.　This implies that the capital-output ratio, W = K/Y, has the 
most effective range to technological progress between W = 1.0 and W = 1.5, where stable 

developing countries stays at a condition that the ratio of net investment to output maintains a 

certain moderate level.　If the ratio of net investment to output is too high as in China, the 
capital-output ratio approaches an upper limit of 2.5 quickly, where technology does not highly 

improve as before, as proved by the current Korea, Taiwan, and developed countries.

2.2　Relationship between the government and private sectors

The author will clarify the relationship between the government and private sectors in this 

section, with the rule of aggregate.　This relationship is the second characteristic of data and 
model.　The rule shows that total amount = the government amount + the private amount: 
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 8) As long as the model is based on real assets, the price level p is 1.0 both by year and in the transi-
tional path at one year:   .　When real assets are connected with financial assets, 
a theoretical inflation rate is devised, comparing with the increase/decrease rate of consumers’ price 
level, CPI.

 9)   holds in the model and is used in the transitional path by year.　
At convergence, this equation reduces to   , where delta = alpha.

10) McQuinn Kieran and Karl Whelan (2007) adopted the capital-output ratio to a powerful output per 
worker function, but under exogenous technology (see Kamiryo (2000) under a similar but recur-
sive approach).

p Y r K w L⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅

TFP t B t k tTFP
t( ) ( ) ( )( , )

( )= ⋅− −
− −

1 1
1 1

δ α
δ α

TFP B k* * *= ⋅− −1 1δ δ
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 　This rule is well maintained with ‘capital at the end of a year equals the sum 
of net investment plus capital at the beginning the year’ by sector.　Two obstacles exist against 
the rule of aggregate: (1) What is the relationship between huge deficit and its returns in the 

government sector?　This is unsolved under an assumption that government returns are zero.11) 
(2) What is the relationship between deficit and returns under the market basis?　If theoretical 
returns, plus or minus, are measured, the market basis does not matter.　Nevertheless, if the pri-
vate sector absorbs minus returns of the government sector by assumption, the returns of the 

total economy remains unchanged yet, the returns of the government sector remain still 

unsolved.　How does the market basis work for the government sector under these circum-
stances?

The model proposes that a solution to the above discrepancies starts with how to measure 

wages and returns by sector at the same time.　The model further advocates that when theoretical 
wages and returns by sector are measured,

12)
 then at the same time capital stock will be meas-

ured theoretically.　The rule of aggregate prevails not only under the cost basis but also under 
the market basis.　How is a minus rate of returns in the government sector,   , 

reflected on capital of the government sector?　Under any basis, a minus rate of return directly 
influences capital stock, as shown in ESRI capital stock statistics in Japan.　Even under the 
cost basis as a surrogate to the market basis, both capital stock and output = income are adjusted 

at the same time.　The author defines the rate of market risk as the difference between the rate 
of accounting/cost depreciation and the rate of theoretical depreciation that includes reduction of 

capital in the model.　The matching test by year will be moderate when the rate of theoretical 
depreciation is properly used.　The rate of market risk will roughly be at least 10 to 20% of the 
rate of accounting depreciation, responding to the market level of the economic stage.　The 
introduction of market risk into the theoretical rate of depreciation decreases capital stock by 

Total G PRI= + .

r KG G G= Π /
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11) As far as the author has investigated, there is no literature that shows a minus rate of return in the 
government sector.　The literature must assume that government saving is zero.　The literature 
has been based on GDP; actual wages and returns were modified so that these are used in the pri-
vate sector (typically, see Hamilton James and Marjorie Flavin (1986)).

12) The actual NDI equals theoretical NDI which is the sum of actual consumption and saving: 

  .　The wage function of consumption,   , will determine theo-
retical wages and returns of the total economy.　To determine theoretical wages and returns of the 
government sector, the consumption/utility coefficient, (rho/r), is set 1.0 due to the neutrality of 
consumption:  and   .　Empirical work is shown in later section, comparing 
  of Japan with that of the US.　This is a preparatory step to the measurement of 
capital by sector (see Figure 2).

W Y C S+ = = +Π 1− =α c rho r/ ( / )

W CG G= ΠG GS=
( / )( / )rho r C Y
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Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07

Figure 2 Comparison of the relationship between the consumption coefficient and the propen-
sity to consume: Japan and the US
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that risk and makes it steadier to find an upper limit of capital-output ratio by country in the 

long-run.

A minus rate of return of the government sector results in a minus government growth rate 

of output at convergence and decreases the output of government and accordingly, the output of 

the total economy.　This clarifies how huge deficit damages an economy as a whole.　Deficit 
and government output is, by accounting identity, related to the equation that taxes equal govern-

ment output:   (see Eq. 3 in Appendix).

The model reveals the relationship at convergence between the rate of return, r
*
, and the 

growth rate of output,   , by extending the golden rule of Phelps, Edmond (1961, 1965) from 

an exogenous to endogenous case:
13)
 If the relative share of capital equals the product of the 

ratio of investment to output and the ratio of quantitative investment to total investment at con-

vergence,   , then the rate of return, r
*
, equals the corresponding growth rate of output 

  , at convergence.　In this case, the theoretical cost of capital at convergence,   , 

becomes zero and the Petersburg paradox occurs (for the paradox since the 1800s, see Durand, 

David, 1957).　And furthermore, if   , the cost of capital is plus and if   , the 

cost of capital is minus.　Assume that   with a high ratio of investment to output,   , in 

the government sector.　Then, both the rate of return and the cost of capital are minus, as typi-
cally shown in Japan.

14)　When the Cobb-Douglas production function holds by year as in 
KEWT, the marginal productivity of capital equals the rate of return in the transitional path (at 

the current situation and at convergence).　The user cost of capital in Jorgenson Dale (1963) 
and Jorgenson and et al (1967), to the author’s understanding, differently approaches the above 

rate of return under exogenous circumstances but without revealing the growth rate of output at 

convergence (for the author’s cost of capital, see Appendix).　Besides, one cannot estimate the 
user cost of capital by sector when the corporate/private sector absorbs minus returns of the 

government sector.

Therefore, the capital-output ratio, W = K / Y, reflects the above circumstances more 

severely than capital stock itself.　The numerator of K is lowered under the cost basis by the 

T C SAX G G= +

gY
*

α β= ⋅i *

gY
* r gY

* *−

α β> ⋅i * α β< ⋅i *

βG
* > 1 iG
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13) The exogenous golden rule does not clarify the relationship between the rate of return and the 
growth rate of output each at convergence.　The technology-golden rule, as shown in Appendix, 
clarifies the above relationship, which is derived using an endogenous rate of technological progress 
(see Appendix).

14) The cost of capital of the government sector,   , is plus if   under huge deficit since 
both the rate of return and the growth rate of output, each at convergence, are minus.　However, 
this does not guarantee sustainability of huge national debt (see Kamiryo, IAEC, Warsaw, 2008).

r gG G
* *− r gG G

* *<
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adjusted rate of depreciation in the long-run.　The denominator of Y decreases, which coincides 
with the actual NDI of the government sector.　Besides, the capital-output ratio has its upper 
limit under competition of the global economy.　And if the difference of capital stock of the 
government sector between KEWT and ESRI still exists, this difference will be, to some extent, 

eliminated by adjusting the theoretical rate of depreciation for the government sector.　Note 
that capital stock under the market basis varies by year and is not always consistent with theo-

retical capital stock in the long-run.

Lastly, the author clarifies the relationship between assets-deflation of stock-base and infla-

tion of flow-base due to the rise of consumer price index (CPI).　The literature does not prove 
the existence of assets-deflation that comes from huge deficit.　This fact is related to the meas-
ure of the user cost of capital in the corporate sector as the author touched above.　A minus 
rate of return reduces government capital or minus returns reduces government capital by that 

amount, which spreads ‘assets-deflation’ into the total economy partly depending on the share 

of government output.　Inflation originally occurs from the relationship between the real and 
financial assets, depending on the magnitude of money supply M2 or the equivalents.　Even 
under such inflation, the assets-deflation and assets-inflation also occurs by the level of 

surplus/deficit in an economy.

3.　Capital stock, theoretical versus statistics, Japan and the US, 1960–2005

3.1 Method to determine theoretical wages and returns by sector

This section will show theoretical wages and returns by sector, starting with the wage func-

tion of consumption in Japan and the US.　Measure of theoretical wages and returns is required 
as a preliminary bridgehead, before measuring theoretical capital stock.　Theoretical returns 
must be consistent with theoretical capital.　If capital were measured inappropriately, theoreti-
cal returns must be readjusted.　Recall that the actual NDI equals the sum of theoretical wages 
and returns by year.　If theoretical wages and returns by sector are well determined, capital 
stock by sector works consistently in a whole economy.　Kamiryo (2005a) presented the basic 
method to determine wages and returns, by comparing thirty countries, setting three clubs by the 

range of the propensity to consume, c = C / Y; Club SS, Club S, and Club C.　Japan had been 
the saving-oriented country for more than thirty years but recently Japan has gradually lost 

households saving and now entered into the consumption-oriented club, Club C.　The US has 
been a typical country of Club C.

―　　―69
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The wage function of consumption,   , is illustrated by setting the ratio of 

consumption discount rate to the saving discount rate, (rho / r), on the Y axis and the propensity 

to consume, c = C / Y, on the X axis (see Figure 1).　The relationship between (rho / r) and c 
= C / Y by country constitutes only one external function in the model.　The function, 
 , is obtained exceptionally using regression analysis by country.　The function, 
however, is able to raise the variance R

2
 in its regression analysis so that its R

2
 approaches 1.0.　

This is because the relationship between three savings (households saving, undistributed profit 

as corporate saving, and dividend saving) and, wages is close to an accounting identity (as 

proved in Kamiryo, 2005a), assuming that the wages are theoretical (not actual).

The wage function of consumption differs by country according to national taste.　
National taste is an expression of the utility at the macro level.　The model presumes and 
proves that data at the macro level differ from the corresponding data aggregated from the 

micro level.　By this reason, the utility at the macro level differs from collective (using vector) 
utility aggregated from individuals at the micro level.　Utility is inevitably endowed with indi-
vidual preference.　How is it possible to justify a conversion from the immovable individual 
utility at the micro level to a new utility at the macro level?　The author watches social welfares 
as the present value of consumption and wages and, for justification, applies an ‘instantaneous’ 

idea of utility of Cass, David (1964, 4–5) to consumption by year, where C = U(C) holds by 

year (see Appendix).　Thus, the author calls the above (rho / r) the consumption/utility 
coefficient.

In the case of Japan KEWT (as a base), the function,   , is  

  , which is shown in the upper figure of Figure 1.　In the case of 
the US KEWT (as a base), the function is   , which is 

shown in the middle of Figure 1.　The author applies the same function to the case of BEA, the 
US, which is shown in the bottom of Figure 1.　Conclusively speaking, these suggest that 
national taste by country does not change in the long-run; the range of the propensity to con-

sume changes by year and in the long-run.　It seems that national taste differs due to the differ-
ence of system/methodology such as KEWT and BEA.　The fact, however, is that the variance 
of R

2
 rises to 1.0 in both cases of KEWT and BEA, even under the same wage function of con-

sumption in several countries.　As a result, the background to measure capital stock is now 
appropriately ready.　The author inspects the difference of national taste by country in a sepa-
rate paper after increasing the number of countries in KEWT up to fifty eight at KEWT 2.08, 

1990–2006.

1− =α c rho r/ ( / )

( / )( )rho r c

( / )( )rho r c ( / )rho r =

1 4672 0 9273 0 69832. . .c c− +

( / ) , . .rho r c c= − +13 301 22 608 10 5662
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3.2 Method to derive capital stock by sector and its results compared with statistical methods

Theoretical capital stock (hereafter, capital) by sector is measured at the macro level, so 

that capital is wholly consistent with other macro values in the author’s endogenous growth 

model.　To finalize theoretical capital, the author proposes in this section the matching test by 
year and the smoothening test in the ling-run.　Theoretical capital differs from the two 
approaches such as (1) capital aggregated by assets using the perpetual inventory method (PIM) 

and (2) capital and its returns derived using the user cost of capital in the market of financial 

assets.　The above PIM approach presumes that capital is independently taken yet, capital and 
other data cannot maintain true consistency in that the data of national accounts are independent 

of the data used for the Cobb-Douglas production function at the macro level.　The above user 
cost approach estimates capital and returns at the same time yet, this approach cannot be applied 

to capital and returns of the government sector since it presumes that government returns are 

zero regardless of whether deficit is huge or not.

The data-sets in KEWT 1.07, however, do not satisfy the necessary and sufficient condi-

tions of aggregate equilibrium.　All the values in KEWT 2.08 (JES 12 (Feb), 2009) is in equi-
librium by year, where national disposable income (NDI) is derived using actual GDP by 

manipulating NDI and (NDI / GDP), with theoretical ratio of Taxes to NDI at the government 

sector.　Without manipulating theoretical taxes at the government sector, aggregate equilibrium 
does not reach the range of an optimum level.　This paper manipulates the level of capital 
stock by using KEWT 1.07, yet the author applied two simplified tests of aggregate equilibrium 

to the manipulation of capital.　KEWT 1.07 assumes that the values of the simplified tests 
remain unchanged by the level of capital stock over years.　This is because the change in capi-
tal (i.e., net investment) by year remains unchanged by year.　And, this is further justified by 
the fact that the level of capital over years is only determined by resetting a selected year’s capi-

tal (e.g., capital in 1960 or capital 2005) in manipulation.

The matching test:

Theoretical capital and returns by sector are measured by taking two steps: (1) preliminarily, 

by deriving theoretical wages and returns by sector, after externally determining the wage func-

tion of consumption as shown in the previous section, and (2) by finalizing theoretical capital 

and theoretical returns, after testing by sector the theoretical relationship between ratio of the 

rate of return and the wage rate lying between capital and returns.　The latter test is essential 
for theoretical capital and is called the matching test.　The matching test by year obeys the 
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accounting identity.　The matching test compares two capitals: (1) the capital that is theoretically 
derived using the capital-labor ratio, k = K / L, the relative share of capital, alpha, and the ratio 

of the rate of return to the wage rate, (r / w) and (2) the capital that is the theoretical sum of the 

previous capital and the increase in capital during this year (as net investment).　The test finishes if 
the value of   equals the value of   by year.

Underlying theory is that the ex-post equilibrium
15)
 by year holds by adjusting the relation-

ship between (r/w) and a / (1 - a) under a necessary condition that the Cobb-Douglas produc-

tion function holds using basic national accounts data.
16)　The matching test preliminarily 

proves that (r/w), the capital-output ratio, k = K / L, and the capital-labor ratio, W = K / Y, each 

changes by year under the theoretical wage rate and NDI, where actual NDI equals theoretical 

NDI.　Note that the matching test guarantees a consistent relationship between the rate of 
return and the wage rate by year as above yet, this test is also related to the following smooth-

ening test in that the relationship between the rate of return and the wage rate must be consistent 

in the long-run.

The smoothening test:

Then, another test, the capital-smoothening test, is processed in the long-run.　This test 
examines theoretical capital and its returns over years, by inspecting each trend of the capital-

output ratio using several cases, by resetting the current year’s (2005) capital.　This test finally 
selects the most smoothening case in the long-run (see Figures 3 and 4, and for detail, see 

Tables A2 and A3 in Appendix).　If the trend of capital-output ratio during 46 years, 
1960–2005, is abnormal, this case is abandoned.　For example, if the US capital-output ratio 
shows 48.79 at 1960 and 3.47 at 2005 using the framework of KEWT, this case is abnormal 

since the capital-output ratio does not usually decrease by year but gradually and slowly 

increases by year.　Why did this case happen?　This case happened when the current capital 
37251 at 2005 is much higher than the theoretical capital 26782 at 2005.　Note that the author 
took the value of 37251 from the capital estimated by BEA, the US.　How did BEA estimate 

K t k L L r w( ) ( / ( )) / ( / )= ⋅ = −α α1 K t K K t( ) ( )= + −Δ 1
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15) KEWT 1.07 used in this paper has ex-post equilibrium while KEWT 2.08 has aggregate 
equilibrium.　The difference between two equilibriums comes from the treatment of NDI and net 
investment.　KEWT 1.07 cannot measure theoretical NDI and theoretical net investment by year 
and by sector.　KEWT 1.07 assumes that actual NDI equals theoretical NDI using actual NDI.

16) In an exogenous case of Uzawa Hirofumi (1964), the relative share of capital converges to a certain 
point by adjusting the inverse number of (r / w) and the capital-labor ratio k.　His idea has the 
same root as the above test that comes from an accounting identity of   .k r w= −( / ( )) / ( / )α α1
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the capital at 2005?　BEA revised the method for estimating capital in 1997 more relying on 
accounting approach (as discussed by Triplett, Jack E.(1996)) and since then, revaluation of 

capital was excluded, as interpreted by Jorgenson Dale (1999) and summarized by Nomura Koji 

(2005, 47–49).
17)　The author supposes that it is difficult for BEA to adjust the transition of 
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17) The author, on the other hand, measures aggregate capital directly and consistently in the macro 
level.　The author then compares aggregate capital with its valuation value, by using the rate of 
return divided by the cost of capital at convergence: the valuation ratio is an aggregate leverage.　
The author is thankful to Dr. Nomura Koji for his time-sharing discussions with the author.

Note: The US is a typical case of much difference of data between KEWT and BEA.
Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07

Figure 3　Capital stock, theoretical KEWT versus statistics (ESRI and BEA): Japan and the US

Note: Japan is a typical case of less difference of data between KEWT and ESRI.
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capital by year from the viewpoint of continuation of statistics.　This problem is beyond of the 
issue lying between the cost basis and the market basis.　This problem rather comes from a 
difficult problem lying between the macro level and the micro level.
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Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07

Figure 4　Comparison of the capital-output ratio to test the consistency of the framework
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The smoothening test overwhelmingly indicates that the higher the capital at 2005 com-

pared with the theoretical capital, the contradiction will spread more rapidly to earlier years.　
This symptom is shown by the capital at 1960 derived through KEWT framework that uses 

BEA capital 37251 at 2005: capital 22969 at 1960 indicates a value much higher than the theo-

retical capital at 1960, 948.　Accordingly, the capital-output ratio at 1960 (corresponding with 
capital 22969) is 48.79, with an increase of 48.79 – 3.47 = 45.32 during 46 years (in Table 2).　
The capital-output ratio, if BEA capital 37251 at 2005 is replaced by 26782, turns from 2.50 at 

2005 to 26.55 at 1960 (in Table 3), which is still too high.

Let the author reset capital 19282 at 2005.　Then capital at 1960 becomes 5000, yet the 
capital-output ratio at 1960 is 10.62 although the capital at 2005 is 1.80.　This reset case is still 
abnormal.　Finally, the author resets capital 22912 at 2005.　Then, capital at 1960 becomes 
948 and its capital-output ratio is 2.11 (see Figure 4).　The trend of the capital-output ratio is 
now smoothly theoretical: 2.11 at 1960 and 2.06 at 2005.　The author prefers this reset case as 
the capital-output ratio suitable for a base of the US KEWT to other alternative reset cases.　
The final capital of KEWT by year results in that the rate of technological progress and accord-

ingly, the growth rate of output/income at convergence are a little higher than those of other 

reset cases, due to the lowest smoothness of the capital-output ratio (variable results will be 

illustrated below in the next section).

Therefore, there are several reset cases between the capital by BEA and the capital by 

KEWT (final: as a base).　The intermediate reset cases are called ‘reset cases inserted into 
KEWT framework’ or simply reset cases.　The difference between actual BEA capital by year 
and theoretical capital by year (inserted into the framework of KEWT) comes from the differ-

ence of capital taken at 2005.　What is the difference between these two current capitals?　The 
BEA capital has been principally based on the PIM with some devices/adjustments/revaluations, 

where the increase in capital is rigidly accounting-oriented.　The reset theoretical capital is 
based on the author’s above method at the macro level, using the increase in capital more flexi-

bly than the increase in capital of the BEA.　Thus, the above matching test works well for the 
reset capital and this strongly suggests that each theoretical trend of the rate of return and the 

wage rate are consistent with each in the real world.　If the rate of return has increased for the 
last 46 years and/or if the wage rate has decreased for the last 46 years, these are against the 

actual trend in the real world and must be abandoned in the above reset cases (see Tables A1, 

A2, and A3 in Appendix).

Note that the increase in capital is not gross but net, where total depreciation (both to the 
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previous capital and the current increase in capital, and including removal/revaluation of capi-

tal) is deduced from the current capital before depreciation.　The matching test to theoretical 
capital works by inserting the equation of   into the current capital, K(t), 

where the increase in capital used for reset differs from actual one in statistics.　The author sets 
the depreciation rate by sector higher than the accounting rate of depreciation, by taking the risks 

for retirement, selling of fixed assets, and market revaluation; at least 10 to 20 percent higher in 

the private and government sectors.　The taking-risk helps to make the test more flexible.
In short, the US presents a typical case of the difference between actual capital estimation 

and theoretical capital measurement.　This is partly because the US has reached the 
advanced/developed stage most early in the world.　Already, in 1960, the US was at the best in 
the economic stage.　This implies that there has had no room to increase the capital-output 
ratio since 1960.　Capital is a mixture of qualitative and quantitative capital yet, capital is more 
qualitative oriented at the developed stage by nature (recall the function of the qualitative invest-

ment to total investment to the capital-output ratio at Appendix and Figure 8).　Technology and 
capital are endogenously related so that the capital-output ratio has its upper limit by country in 

the global competitive economy (see PRSCE 49 (Feb), 2009).　And, when the capital-output 
ratio is determined, the capital-labor ratio is also determined.　The relationship between the 
capital-output ratio and the capital-labor ratio is differently clarified using reset cases (see 

Figure 4).

Lastly, in the case of Japan, the difference between the capital of KEWT and the capital by 

ESRI is incidentally negligible except for the last ten years.　Therefore, Japan case study to 
reset is not attractive, compared with the cases of the US capital reset.　Nevertheless, Japanese 
cases reveal another problem (see Figure 2).　When the increase in capital DK is connected 
with   aggregated from the micro level, the matching test does not work 

well.
18)　For example, as an extreme case, the relationship between (r / w) and (a / (1 - a)) 

K t K K t( ) ( )= + −Δ 1

K t K K t( ) ( )= + −Δ 1
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18) ESRI, GOJ, estimates capital (fixed assets) by the market basis so that the trend of capital stock has 
decreased after 2000.　In the case of the cost basis, the matching test seems to breakdown: typical-
ly, the adjustment of (r / w) by year may not work well and as a result, the value of (r / w) seems 
suddenly to become extreme beyond allowance.　However, the matching test, after having the cost 
basis flexible by adjusting the depreciation rate, absorbs the difference between the market and cost 
bases on average in the long run.　The author uses 20–30%a higher rate of depreciation than that 
of the cost basis.　The author finally solved the above problems in KEWT 2.07, by replacing 
actual NDI with theoretical NDI, to directly obtain theoretical net investment by year, where the 
above two tests were much more smoothened.　This is because capital is measured under aggregate 
equilibrium and satisfies necessary and sufficient conditions of aggregate equilibrium.
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will disperse due to a lack of the consistency between accounting data and the data of the Cobb-

Douglas production function even under the NDI base.　In short, accounting capital may be a 
case but does not guarantee sound cooperation between the macro and micro levels.　If the con-
sistency between the data of national accounts and the data of the Cobb-Douglas production 

function is required, capital must be theoretical with its returns, to some extent apart from 

accounting capital.

3.3 Results of endogenous parameters and variables: Japan versus the US

This section will first examine the shares of output and capital of Japan and the US as a 

preliminary discussion and, second present main results of parameters and variables by sector.　
These values are all theoretical (hereunder, omitting the word of ‘theoretical’), after clearing the 

tests of ‘matching by year’ and ‘smoothening in the long-run.’ If capital is appropriately deter-

mined by country with the above tests, all the endogenous parameters and variables are also 

trustworthy by country.　In statistics, saving by sector is actually given yet the literature has 
not revealed returns by sector hitherto.　Statistics differs from theory whose centre is represent-
ed, by the equation of   after the matching test, where theoretical wages and 

returns are measured by sector based on actual NDI, Y.

Government shares of output and capital:

Figure 5 shows government shares of output and capital, comparing those of KEWT with 

RSEI, Japan, and BEA, the US.　There is no difference of government share of output between 
the author’s and actual statistics since actual NDI equals theoretical NDI.　However, there is 
much difference of the government share of capital between theoretical KEWT and actual ESRI 

and BEA.　Why did this happen?　The difference symbolizes the difference of capital between 
the theoretical basis of KEWT at the macro level and the cost basis aggregated from the PIM 

(with revaluation) or the market basis related to the user cost of capital.　The difference of capi-
tal of the government sector in the US shows a typical case.　In particular, the government 
share of capital to the total economy is 20% or more on average in the case of BEA 1960–2005, 

while that in the case of KEWT 1960–2005 is less than 10%.　This implies that government 
capital by BEA is too high, compared with government capital by KEWT.　As shown in Figure 
2 above, capital of the total economy by BEA is much higher than that by KEWT, if taking data 

from BEA is correct.　Accordingly, it is natural that government capital by BEA will be high.　
Is this justified in statistics?

W Y C S+ = = +Π
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The bottom of Figure 4 indicates that the government share of capital by BEA has been 

between 20 and 25% while that by KEWT has been below 10%, each for the last 46 years.　
Watch the upper of Figure 4: the government share of output by BEA is less than 20%, which 

is equal to that by KEWT (since actual NDI equals theoretical NDI).　Therefore, the shares of 
output and capital roughly correspond with each other.　For this review, let the author watch 
the shares of output and capital in Japan, comparing those by KEWT with those by ESRI: The 

shares of output by KEWT and ESRI are similar to those of the US.　Nevertheless, in Japan, 
the government share of capital by KEWT has risen from 7% to 31% for the last 46 years.　
This is justified by the huge accumulation of deficits in Japan since capital is accumulated while 
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Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07

Figure 5 Disposable income/GDP and government shares of output and capital: KEWT versus 
ESRI, Japan, and BEA, the US
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output is not.　Then, how is the deficit accumulation of the US justified with a constant level of 
20–25% in the government share of capital for the last 46 years?

The author’s interpretation is the following: The upper limit of the capital-output ratio in 

the US is roughly 2.2 according to KEWT.　This is a little lower than 2.5 in other developed 
countries yet, will be justified by the two that (1) the potential power of technological progress 

is strong and accordingly and (2) the government share of output is lower than other ‘large gov-

ernment’ countries.　When the capital-output ratio is lower, the rate of technological progress 
and accordingly, the growth rate of per capita output will be more highly maintained.　The 
above interpretation will be supported by reviewing the history of the Japanese economy.　In 
Japan, to reduce the excess of the balance of payments, the government, central and local, had 

maintained five to ten times higher investment to output than other developed countries, accu-

mulating national debt to finance public investment by year.　As a result, 5 to 10% minus rate 
of return in the government sector has continued.　This implies that government capital reduces 
by that rate and that government capital at the market basis by ESRI has remained roughly 

unchanged after 1995 (see J K(G)/K (ESRI) in Figure 4).　The difference of the government 
share of capital between Japan and the US, each KEWT, has continued to enlarge after 1970.　
If the author adjusts the upper limit of the capital-output ratio by resetting the theoretical capital-

output ratio, the above difference of two government capital shares will shrink to some extent.　
In this respect, the measurement of capital stock by sector is still slightly relative in KEWT 

1.07, in particular regarding capital stock of the government sector.
19)　Yet, the results by BEA 

will suggest a limit of capital estimation aggregated using the PIM.

Endogenous parameters and variables:

Next, the author will discuss endogenous parameters and variables.　First, Figure 6 shows 
the relative share of capital (a parameter) and the rate of return (a variable), each ‘by sector’ in 

Japan and the US: for the government sector, e.g.,   and   .　‘By sec-
tor’ implies that each denominator is the value of the government sector or the private sector.　
For example, in the case of returns, the additive rule expressed by   does not work. 

This additive rule works when   is replaced by   and   is replaced 

αG G GY= Π / r KG G G= Π /

Π Π Π
Y Y Y

G PRI= +

Π G GY/
Π ΠG G
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Y= ⋅ Π PRI PRIY/
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19) This is because the government sector is extremely sensitive to equilibrium although the output 
share of government sector is usually less than 20%.　This problem was solved in KEWT 2.07, as 
the author already explained it.　The author is thankful to the discussion with BEA people when 
more information about the government sector was given from BEA in Oct 2006.
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Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07

Figure 6　Theoretical relative share of capital and rate of return by sector: Japan versus the US
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by   , each using   and   .　The ‘by sector’ data under no additive rule 
is most basic in that capital and returns by sector will be vividly shown if government share of 

output or capital, YG / Y or KG / K, is appropriate.　Note that when the additive rule works, the 
ratios of the private sector do not much differ from those of the total economy.

Back to Figure 5, the relative share of capital of the government sector fluctuates much 

more than that of the total economy in both Japan and the US.　This fluctuation reflects huge 
deficit; in particular, after 1995 in Japan.　The statistics of both ESRI and BEA cannot reveal 
this common fact.　Similarly, the rate of return of the government sector fluctuates much more 
than that of the total economy in both Japan and the US.　What does this mean by these results?　
These suggest that the government and private sectors are dependent and even if the results of 

the government sector are not good the private sector must be responsible for the results of the 

government sector.　Both results are ultimately determined by politics and reflect mutual 
results of democracy-based quality and preference by country and people.　The author indi-
cates that the private sector does not prosper without good circumstances of the government 

sector.

Turning to endogenous growth rates, Figure 7 shows the growth rate of output (= income) 

by sector, comparing theoretical (at convergence) with actual, in Japan and the US.　The actual 
growth rate of output is the same as that in statistics since both uses actual NDI.　The current 
actual growth rate of output reaches that at convergence, where each growth rate by time is theo-

retical in the transitional path.　In this respect, the upper two figures in Figure 7 basically show 
similar results to the bottom two figures.　However, the actual growth rates of output are more 
fluctuating for the last 46 years.　This is because the post-equilibrium compels an economy to 
balance by year.　The government sector rather accepts a rapid shift by year and that under a 
low government share of output to the total economy.　An underlying reason comes from the 
fact that the private sector is under global competition and the movements must be within a cer-

tain range of activities while the government sector has no severe restriction to fiscal policy 

(except for the EU rule).　And even a sudden change in the actual growth rate reflects a tech-
nology shock, which must be a main absorber.　This is justified by related equations in 
Appendix.　Besides, the smoothening test at the developed stage works for a constant capital-
output ratio in the long-run.

Background of the smoothening test is straightforwardly expressed by the 1 - beta’ func-

tion of the capital-output ratio (see the LHS of Figure 8): the lower the capital-output ratio the 

higher qualitative investment through population/human capital, education, and R & D for 

Π ΠPRI PRI

PRI

PRI

Y Y
Y

Y= ⋅ Y YG / Y YPRI /
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Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07

Figure 7 The growth rate of output-income by sector, at convergence versus actual: Japan 
and the US
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global environmental stability.　This indicates that capital increases and population not.　This 
implies that for sustainable growth, the capital-output ratio is a decisive key for economic, 

fiscal, and financial policies and that qualitative investment towards growth is continuously 

requested, without reluctantly increasing capital and the capital-output ratio.　The smoothening 
test and following results of variables will guarantee not only consistent measurement of capital 

but also the base of long-run growth towards tender earth reservation.　The assumption of 
  is trustworthy when the capital-output ratio falls between 0.5 and 2.5 (see figure on 

the RHS of Figure 8 and for this assumption, see related equations in Appendix).

Figure 9 shows the cost of capital ‘by sector’ in Japan and the US.　The cost of capital is 
theoretical, defined as the difference between the rate of return and the growth rate of output 

each at convergence.　The cost of capital originally differs from the user cost of capital shown 
in the literature and based on the market basis for the corporate/manufacturing sector.　Again, 
the cost of capital fluctuates tremendously in Japan and the US.　The cost of capital is derived 
from real assets and thus trustworthy.　Besides, the cost of capital and the rate of return at con-
vergence in the real assets must be compared with the market rate or the central bank interest 

rate, rCB, in the financial assets.　The author indicates that financial policy by country, from the 
viewpoint of the neutrality in financial assets, should have a rule similarly to the EU 3% rule to 

Ω Ω( ) *0 =
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Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07
Note: On the LHS, the roughly-equal relationship is shown among countries similarly at the 

developing stage such as Russia, China, Korea, India, Brazil, and Mexico, due to the 
characteristic more decisive than other relationships between parameters.　On the 
RHS, the assumption of   is eliminated, where if the current capital-output 
ratio is low (0.5 to2.5), the assumption of   is true.

Ω Ω( ) *0 =
Ω Ω( ) *0 =

Figure 8　The qualitative investment to investment function of the capital-output ratio as the 
backbone of the smoothening test
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deficit.　The rule will result in no bubble by setting the ratio of the rate of return, r*, to the market 
rate, rCB, at a certain level, say, within two or three times, watching the Marshall’s k at less than 2.

Interesting to say, the cost of capital of the private sector is plus and stable, compared with 

that of the government sector.　The government sector has much wider range of policies and 
serves for the private sector but most wastefully.　The government cost of capital will be a 
good indicator to check that inefficient substance of the government sector.　And, if people 
realize government substance and choose the policies to serve people even if services are ineffi-

cient, it will contribute to the sustainability of an economy to some extent.　The results, at the 
same time, suggest how the private sector acts for itself at the cost of the government sector.　
The rate of technological progress of the government sector, 1 - betaG, must be compared more 

rigidly with that of the private sector, 1 - betaPRI (see Tables A8 and A9 in Appendix).　The 
US ‘small’ government is an alternative by people, when people neglect the safety to public 

investment.
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Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07

Figure 9 The cost of capital at convergence by sector, compared with the central bank interest 
rate, rCB: Japan and the US
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4.　Concluding remarks

This paper presented theoretical capital stock of Japan and the US, measured in KEWT 

(Kamiryo Endogenous World Table 1.07) 1960–2005 by sector, and compared with capital stock 

of ESRI, Government of Japan and BEA, the US.　Strikingly, the difference of capital between the 
US KEWT, and BEA, the US, has spread by year for the last 46 years.　Capital of the US 
KEWT was 946 in 1960 and 22912 in 2005 while capital of BEA, the US, was 1482 in 1960 and 

37251 in 2005.　The difference was so extreme compared with Japan’s cases that the author 
examined the US capital by resetting the current capital in 2005 several times between 22912 and 

37251 (see Figures 3 and compare Table A2 with Table A3).　Conclusively, the differences of 
capital between KEWT’ and the US become enlarged since theoretical capital remains 

unchanged according to the endogenous growth model over years.　And this is well expressed by 
the corresponding differences of the capital-output ratio, whose denominator, NDI, is the same.

Two tests were requested: the matching test by year and the smoothening test in the long-

run, where both tests are tightly related in the long-run.　The matching test directly proves that 
all the data are consistent by year in the model.　The smoothening test directly justifies capital 
measurement in the long-run, examining the smoothness of the change in the capital-output 

ratio for 46 years.　In the final case of the US KEWT, its capital-output ratio has remained at 
a stable level, 2.0 to 2.2, under the developed stage for the last 46 years.　The stable level is a 
little below a usual upper limit of the capital-output ratio among countries of 2.5.　The meas-
urement of capital is examined wholly in the model; in particular, by the trends of the theoreti-

cal rate of return and the theoretical wage rate in the long-run.
20)
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20) Assume that the US upper limit of the capital-output ratio is 2.5 to 2.7: this level is not acceptable since 
it makes the current rate of technological progress lower than the actual rate that prevails in the US.　
Furthermore, an appropriate level of the capital-output ratio is confirmed by inspecting the theoretical 
ratio of the rate of return to the wage rate, (r / w).　Assume that the current capital in 2005 is 37251 (as 
in BEA) instead of 22912 (as in KEWT 1.07).　Then, the capital-output ratio is 3.47 in 2005 and 48.79 
in 1960, each theoretically, instead of 2.06 in 2005 and 2.11 in 1960 as in KEWT 1.07.　One will 
doubt such a high level of 48.79 in 1960.　This is justified by the result that (r / w) is 0.0021 in 2005 
and 0.0008 in 1960 (see Table A2).　This abnormal case unbelievablely indicates that the rate of return 
increases and the wage rate decreases for 46 years.　On the other hand, the corresponding (r / w) at 
KEWT 1.07 is 0.0023 in 2005 and 0.0230 in 1960.　This final case reasonably indicates that the rate 
of return decreases and the wage rate increases moderately for 46 years.　Note that KEWT 2.07 could 
get optimum-oriented results much more directly and accurately by using the theoretical NDI and theo-
retical net investment ‘by sector,’ and without paying attention to the trend of (r / w) in the long run.
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The difference of capital in 2005 between the US KEWT and BEA is 14339 = 37251 – 

22912.　This is not surprising as the difference of capital in theory and statistics.　It is true 
that the transition of capital in statistics reveals fatal contradiction among each value by year at 

the macro level.　Theoretical capital and returns, on the other hand, are consistent with all 
other data at the macro level.　Theoretical capital at the macro level melts away all the discrep-
ancies in capital estimation at the micro level that comes from the differences of costs, market 

values, depreciation, removal, and depletion.　The theoretical backbone of the smoothening test 
is shown by Figure 8: the qualitative investment function to the capital-output ratio by country 

in 2005.

When capital and returns of the total economy is theoretically measured, those by sector 

are appropriately measured, starting with the government sector.　The facts hidden in the gov-
ernment sector will be revealed by deleting an assumption that government returns are zero as 

in the SNA and by using such a framework/subsystem as KEWT as approves an equal-relation-

ship between saving and rents in the government sector.　A consensus among people is that 
government should be smaller by various reasons.　This consensus is numerically proved by 
the data of KEWT by sector, comparing the government sector with the private sector or the 

total economy, in particular, among others, by the rate of technological progress by sector, using 

the ratio of qualitative investment to total investment.　It is true that the private sector shifts 
ineffective investment to the government sector.　People must be alert at the numerical differ-
ences of ineffectiveness between the government sector and the private sector.　If people have 
to depend more on the private sector under competition, the total economy will become more 

robust, but in the short-run, decreasing the loss of a large government.　The welfare of people 
must be maintained in the long-run.　Data-sets as a subsystem and the endogenous model will 
response to this story at the macro level, conquering the difficulties brought from the micro 

level.　The SNA and the subsystem will cooperate with each other when the SNA as an 
accounting remains the character of statistics.

The model uses a recursive set of non-linear equations, which completely differs from 

econometrics that solves a set of synthetic linear equations under several assumptions.　In 
particular, theoretical capital is directly connected with technological progress, which in turn is 

connected with the capital-output ratio through the ratio of qualitative to total net investment.　
This justifies the existence of the upper limit of the capital-output ratio in the long-run under 

global competition.　Note, the author does not deny the usefulness of regression analysis in 
econometrics though KEWT does not depend on it except for one unique behavioural equation 
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to national taste.　The author will, in the future, challenge for reviewing hypotheses in the 
literature starting from the factual data in KEWT and supported by regression analysis.
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Table A1　Capital stock in Japan: KEWT based on disposable income vs. ESRI based on GDP

Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07 and BEA, the US.
Note: There is not much difference between capital of KEWT and capital of ESRI, Japan.　

The RHS of this table shows the results where capital of ESRI is applied to the frame-
work of KEWT.
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Table A2　Capital stock in the US: KEWT based on disposable income vs. BEA based on GDP (1)

Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07 and BEA, the US.
Note: The same theoretical increase in capital by year is applied to both K-1 and K-2.
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Table A3　Capital stock in the US: KEWT based on disposable income vs. BEA based on GDP (2)

Data source: Kamiryo Endogenous World Table (KEWT) 1.07 and BEA, the US.
Note: The same theoretical increase in capital by year as K-1 and K-2 is applied to K-3 and K-4.
For resetting, it is vital to use the same increase in capital by year.　In the framework of KEWT, 
whenever a current capital at 2005 is given, capital by year is counted back unitl 1960.
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Table A4　Returns and the relative share of capital by sector using Japan KEWT, Base: with GDP 
vs. disposable income

Note: Returns of the governemnt sector equals government saving, where (rho / r)G = 1.0 but 
(r / w) ≠1.0.

Data source: KEWT 1.07.
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Table A5　Returns and the relative share of capital by sector using The US KEWT, Base

Note: Returns of the governemnt sector equals government saving, where (rho / r)G = 1.0 but 
(r / w) ≠1.0.

Data source: KEWT 1.07.
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Table A6 The capital-output ratio, the rate of return, and the ratio of net investment to output 
(= income) by sector: Japan KEWT, Base

Note: alpha = W・r holds.　Net investemnt equals the sum of quantitative and qualitative 
net investment.

Data source: KEWT 1.07.
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Table A7 The capital-output ratio, the rate of return, and the ratio of net investment to output 
(= income) by sector: The US KEWT, Base

Note: alpha = W・r holds.　Net investemnt equals the sum of quantitative and qualitative 
net investment.

Data source: KEWT 1.07.
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Table A8 beta
*
 at convergence as a base of technological progress and resultant growth rates at the 

current situation and at convergence by sector: Japan KEWT, Base

Note: By the golden rule under endogenous technology,   holds at 
convergence

*
.

Data source: KEWT 1.07.

r i gY
* * *( / )= ⋅α β
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Note: By the golden rule under endogenous technology,   holds at 
convergence

*
.

Data source: KEWT 1.07.

r i gY
* * *( / )= ⋅α β

Table A9 beta
*
 at convergence as a base of technological progress and resultant growth rates at the 

current situation and at convergence by sector: The US KEWT, Base
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Note: The depreciation rate of KEWT, DEP / K, is consistently connected with the KEWT 
system as s whole.

The difference of the depreciation rate comes from  assets-removal and discrepancies for 
measuring net saving (see Table 11).
Data source: KEWT 1.07 and BEA, the US.

Table A10　Comparison of the depreciation rate by sector, each KEWT versus ESRI and BEA
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Note: I use the data of IMF as a base for commparison as many as posible.  I organize 
KEWT and obtain net saving.

For the US, BEA publishes both net saving and net investment in B-32.  However, capital 
estimation is another issue. 
Data source: KEWT 1.07 and BEA, the US.

Table A11　Differences of investment-based with saving-based in the US: KEWT versus BEA
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Appendix

This appendix shows equations of three specific parameters, beta, delta, and lambda and 

main variables, after summarizing basic accounting identities in the framework and the wage 

function to consumption derived from utility/preference concept at the macro level (for proc-

esses to each equation, see Kamiryo (2007c, 2008c)).　Saving and investment are shown by 
‘net’ (‘gross’ less depreciation).

 (1)   or,

   .

 (2)   , where

(S - I) is the BOP or the current external balance, (SG - IG) is budget surplus/deficit, and (SPRI -

IPRI) is the difference between saving and investment of the private sector.

 (3)   under   .

   and   .

By introducing the concept of instantaneous utility by Cass David (1964, 4–5),   , 

the theoretical wage function of consumption/utility is obtained:

   and   , where   holds.

 (4)  

where   and   .　The present value of   or  is social welfare as a 

stock.

Next, beta is the ratio of quantitative investment to total investment, 1 - beta is the qualita-

tive investment to total investment, delta is the parameter that neutralizes diminishing returns to 

capital in the transitional path, lambda is the convergence coefficient, and 1 / lambda is the 

speed of convergence.　The beta* is measured by setting the growth rate of per capita capital 
including   to be equal to the growth rate of per capita output that includes 

  .　The ratio of investment to output, i, is fixed at the initial/current situation in the 
transitional path:   .

Set   equals   (as in Solow (1956)), where   is

Y C S C S C SG G PRI PRI= + = + + +( ) ( ) ( )

Y W W WG G PRI PRI= + = + + +( ) ( ) ( )Π Π Π
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replaced by   .
21)　Thus,   or   is

obtained.

As a result,

 (5-1)　  at convergence.

 (5-2)　  at the current situation.

 (5-3)　  at convergence.

 (5-4)　  at convergence.

Set total factor productivity,   .

To measure delta, assume   .　Then,

 (6-1)　  at the current situation,

where   converges to   at convergence and   .

 (6-2)　  at the current situation,

where   is newly used, by eliminating the assumption of   (see Figure 8).

 (7)   and the speed of convergence is 1 / l.

The above endogenous convergence coefficient, l, reduces to the exogenous one if delta is 

replaced by alpha:   is comparable to   in Sala-i-Martin 

(1990a, b).　“Quantitative Aspects of Post-War European Economic Growth” edited by van 
Ark, Bart, and Nicholas Crafts (1996) shows several good researches for the speed of conver-

gence in the EU countries based on Sala-i-Martin (ibid.), one of which is Javier Andres, Rafael 

Doménech and César Molinas (ibid., pp. 347–387).　However, these empirical researches use 
econometric approaches.　This is because there has been found no endogenous equation and 
data for the speed of convergence in the literature.

For the rate of technological progress and the growth rate of output, as the author touched 

in formulating beta above,

 (8) The rate of technological progress,   at convergence.

1 / *Ω Ω *
*
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21)   , where   is assumed.　This assumption is needed to 
avoid a circle argument between b * and W * .
1 1 1 1/ /* * * * * *Ω Ω= ⋅ = ⋅− − −k k A kα α α Ω Ω( ) *0 =
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 (9) The growth rate of output/capital,   at convergence.

(10) The rate of return,   at convergence.

By using Eqs. 9 and 10 (confer Schreyer Paul (2004)),

(11) The technology-golden rule,   .

(12) The cost of capital,  .

(13) The valuation ratio,   ,   , and   .
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